Following F A. Hayek, Vernon L. Smith distinguishes constructivist and ecological forms of rationality, or perhaps we should say, forms of modeling rational agents (Smith, 2008: ch. 2). Each of these forms is itself multifaceted, but critical to constructivist models is an engineering perspective (Hayek, 1979: ch. 10), or what Christian List and Philip Pettit, following Daniel Dennet, call the "design stance" (13). 1 We might distinguish two phases of an extended design stance: (i) we identify, as it were, the basic engineering principles and blueprints that are required to create group agents, seeing how they work, or determine whether they are possible and (ii) with these in hand, we examine current instances of group agents and employ our principles to see how to improve their functioning.
not only range over all domains of reasoning, but with modest modifications, over different types of agents -groups as well as individuals. Indeed, they are especially daring: their principles of rationality range over a sweeping variety of groups (39-41).
Hayek sometimes wrote as if constructivism was simply an error, but as Smith (2008: 2) quite rightly points out, that itself would be an error. Constructivist analysis -such as traditional utility theory or axiomatic social choice theory -can be tremendously enlightening in a wide range of cases. However, an ecological analysis is apt to manifest three departures from constructivism. (i) In place of the design stance, it will often be more enlightening to take up the evolutionary perspective, and see how ways of reasoning -which may well violate the constructivist's formal axioms -are adaptive in some environments. The core of the ecological idea is that good reasoning is in an important sense defined by adaptive responses to the environment in which reasoners of a certain type find themselves. This evolutionary analysis may appeal to biological evolution, social evolution, or gene-culture co-evolution. 4 For example, while the constructivist is apt to interpret Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman's important body of findings concerning cognitive heuristics as "quick and dirty" ways of reasoning that constitute (perhaps excusable) violations of the norms of good reasoning, ecological analyses such as Gerd Gigerenzer's stress how they are ways of thinking that "make us smart" because they are effective context-dependent adaptive responses to our environment.
(ii) The ecological approach stresses that good reasoning is often domainspecific: the norms of good reasoning in, say, social judgments may be very different than those in science. 5 In social domains, as I will suggest later on ( §4), there is good reason to suppose that moral judgments and reasoning involve an emotional repertoire;
CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/3 those who lack it simply cannot reason well about these matters, even though they are flawless in the use of propositional logic and even if they (in some sense) endorse the true relevant propositions. (iii) Following from this, while reasoning has a fundamental procedural component, we will often find that only by attributing substantive concerns to agents can we grasp basic modes of reasoning. For example, deontic reasoning in interpersonal social contexts seems driven by the goal of cheater detection: we excel at deontic reasoning, and it is so important to do it well, because it is crucial to human social contexts to detect cheaters on cooperative norms. On the other hand, we are not very good at reasoning on the basis of material conditionals, which are in may ways analogous forms of reasoning.
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In these brief remarks I shall highlight three aspects of List and Pettit's analysis that I think well illustrate its constructivist nature: (i) its stress on the discursive dilemma as a primary challenge to group rationality and reasoning; (ii) its general though qualified support for premise-based decision-making as the preferred way to cope with the problems of judgment aggregation; and (iii) their account of rational agency and moral responsibility. I wish to stress that in my estimation theirs is a powerful constructivist analysis: they are cognizant of all the main problems, and do their best to cope with them.
Group Agency is original, carefully argued and just plain smart. And constructivist.
2 JUDGMENT AGGREGATION AND THE DISCURSIVE DILEMMA List and Pettit are famous for their work (both jointly and singularly) on problems of judgment aggregation and the "discursive" dilemma -an application of Arrow-theoremlike reasoning to the problem of judgment aggregation. No doubt most of the Only Alf deems both premises to be true, so only he affirms r; yet the group (the majority) affirms both p and q, so given the logical structure of the problem they (the majority) are committed to r; but the majority deems r to be false. List and Pettit generate a theorem showing that there is no possible aggregation function -no way of combining individual judgments (attitudes) into a group judgment (attitude) -that is guaranteed to meet four conditions: universal domain, collective rationality, anonymity and "systematicity" (which requires that group attitudes on each proposition depend only on the attitudes towards it, an independence condition) (49-50).
The practical power of any impossibility theorem depends on two factors: the degree to which the axioms are intuitively compelling and, for a given context, how likely it is that the relevant inconsistency will arise. In particular contexts (e.g., democratic decision making, developing a social welfare function to guide policy, or expert panels) we may have enough information about the context to determine how compelling are the axioms. in their outlook on the world in general. To be sure, members of such group agents will not agree about everything, but they will confront a wide variety of problems in which some of the propositions in the deliberative problem are set by the homogeneity that characterizes the group. As List and Pettit remark, their universal domain condition is an acknowledgement of a (deep) pluralism of views in our society, 8 but they wrongly claim that we should expect to find such pluralism to be a feature of group agents in general (52). Pluralistic societies contain many homogenous groups: those that are highly pluralistic in their beliefs are a distinct subset of group agents.
The problem, though, is deeper. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the conditions under which the universal domain axiom is most compelling will tend to be precisely those circumstances in which the judgment aggregation model of collective reasoning CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/6
will not apply. The judgment aggregation/discursive dilemma analysis is only of relevance if a group regularly confronts decisions where they disagree about the truth of the relevant propositions but the relations among the propositions have an agreed-upon logical structure. Call this proposition pluralism/structure monism. We know that this combination sometimes occurs (in various courts and expert bodies), but it is hard not to wonder whether it is a general feature of group agents. A hypothesis: as we introduce
pluralism due to what John Rawls called the "burdens of judgment," 9 disagreement about the truth values of propositions and disagreement about the relation between the propositions will tend to increase together. But if there is extensive disagreement about the relation between various propositions the group will disagree whether they confront a possible discursive dilemma. (Of course it may still be a fact that they confront such a dilemma because there is a certain structure to the propositions which a demigod would know; but if we could bring in a demigod we might just as well consult it directly about the truth of the propositions rather than taking a vote.) As we relax the "burdens of judgment," we would also generally expect to move towards agreement on both the relation among propositions as well as their truth values (in which case the judgment aggregation model makes sense, but the universal domain axiom is not compelling). Of course these two types of agreement will not be perfectly correlated, and we would sometimes expect the proposition pluralism/structure monism that gives the discursive dilemma its bite. The empirical questions are how often, and for what sorts of groups.
PREMISE-BASED DECISION MAKING AND GROUP RATIONALITY
Given the impossibility theorem, we know that there is no judgment aggregation function that is guaranteed to always conform to all the axioms. This, of course, is different than CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/7
saying "a group cannot satisfy" all the axioms (59) in the sense that it must confront inconsistencies of judgment or modify the axioms. Neither does the impossibility theorem show that "majority voting on all propositions…does not generally work" (58).
Whether a group confronts inconsistencies or violates axioms will depend on the sorts of judgment profiles that in fact arise in it even if many more profiles are in principle admissible. This is, I think, of considerable significance. A constructivist design approach seeks, at least in the first instance, formal principles that are fully consistent under all possible configurations of acceptable inputs; an ecological approach will concern itself with the extent to which problems actually arise, or are likely to arise, with which the agent must cope. The response of the design approach to an impossibility theorem is, as it were, to alter the design specifications by relaxing one or more the axioms so as to avoid the possibility of inconsistency.
List and Pettit generally endorse "giving up systematicity" (58) as the best response.
To, unfortunately, ignore much of a subtle and complex analysis (apologies here to List and Pettit), an upshot of giving up systematicity is to allow premise-based aggregation functions, in which, say, the group votes on each of the premises; the conclusion is generated by the accepted premises and their logical structure (thus in Display 1, the group holds that r is true). In a pure form of premise-based aggregation, the group does not directly give its view on the conclusion (r). Obviously, premise-based aggregation functions avoid the discursive dilemma. Moreover, employing Condorcet jury theorem reasoning, List and Pettit argue for the general epistemic superiority of premise-based aggregation over conclusion-based aggregation (in which the voters directly register their judgments only on the conclusion). Their analysis of the epistemic case (chap. 4) is CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/8 thorough, and they are well aware of the complexities and problems. For now, let me simply stress that (roughly) the jury theorem only provides an epistemic case for group decision making if, on the proposition she judges true or false, the average judger has a better than .5 chance of being correct.
The fundamental problem with premise-based aggregation is its tendency to induce disagreement between the judgments of members' rationality and the group's rationality.
As List and Pettit rightly note, the basic fact that must be taken into account when analyzing the rationality of a group agency is that its constituents are themselves rational agents (104). This, in my view, produces a discontinuity between the principles of individual and group rationality. Consider again Display 1: if we accept premise-based aggregation, the group judges that r, yet two-thirds of the group, exercising their own reason, judge that not-r. Indeed, in some ways the whole point of adopting the premisebased procedure is that in circumstances such as these the group will judge r even though most individual members do not. Let us say that that under such conditions group rationality fails to be congruent with individual rationality. Most of the members cannot see how r is the correct answer; exercising their own capacities the best they can, they conclude not-r.
Reliance on jury theorem type analysis, I think, considerably aggravates the problem, for the case that r better tracks the truth than not-r is based on a statistical analysis of the benefits of judgment pooling rather than substantive reasons for r. Of course after the vote the members might take the pooling information into account, and this piece of evidence could lead them to change their own conclusions to r. 10 Since the problem has a certain logical structure, they would have to go back and see what premise they need to CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/9
accept. The question is whether the statistical information would, or indeed, should, be determinative for them. If it is generally determinative, group diversity on those propositions will decline, and the group will move towards homogeneity. But this requires that individuals adopt views towards propositions not basically on what they see as the substantively relevant evidence, but on the law of large numbers and the assumption that the average competency of the group is better than .5.
However, there are good grounds for members to reject the conclusion that the Condorcet jury provides a strong case for them to revise their views. Suppose in Display 1 Betty's use of her individual reason still leads to the conclusion that r is false; as far as she can see, that must be because the group has wrongly voted q as true. If she still cannot see q as true, she must conclude that the group is wrong; and that is only a plausible conclusion if the competency of the voters on theuestion was, after all, less than .5 (see further Estlund, 2008: ch. 12 ). Now once Betty draws this conclusion the Condorcet jury theorem will generally provide additional strong reason to conclude that the group must be wrong on q (when average competency drops below .5, the probability that the group is wrong pretty quickly approaches unity as the group gets moderately large) thus reinforcing her dissent on q; but that means that it must be also wrong on r, as she thought.
When we adopt an ecological view, we better appreciate that a group faces two adaptation problems. The first is that upon which List and Pettit focus: as an agent in an environment it must successfully pursue its goals, and its group rationality specifies the ways that it processes information and members' attitudes to yield effective group actions. However, it also faces an internal adaptive problem: the procedures and
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programs it employs in interacting with its external environment must be consistent with maintaining its existence as a rational group agent. It must ensure that sufficient members continue to play their part in the group. 11 Different groups may handle this adaptive problem differently: some through sheer threats to comply with group conclusions, others with monetary incentives. But for any effective group there must be some core members for whom the group's judgments are congruent with their own, so they can confirm that this is indeed a rational thing to do. If we are talking about voluntary groups in a free society that are not simply held together by monetary incentives, then I suggest that a general desideratum for group rationality is that its judgments display significant congruence with the individual rational judgments of its members. Otherwise, members will decide that it is acting queerly and irrationally and exit. It has been said that justice must not only be done, but must be seen to be done; in a rational group agent, rationality must not only guide its decisions, but these decisions must be seen as rational. An adaptive norm of rationality for a group will thus be determined by a combination of the demands of its external agency and the desideratum that the norm and its outputs are generally congruent with members' individual rationality: if the norm fails badly on either count the group's constitution will be maladaptive. In this light, one must wonder about stressing premise-based aggregation -especially insofar as it relies on jury theorem reasoning -as a more-or-less general recipe for group rationality. Now as I said, List and Pettit are well aware of the critical problems confronting their analysis: the fifth chapter of Group Agency is devoted to the "incentive compatibility" problem. They see the problem arising from the fact that members are also rational agents as the possibility that members may act strategically, and so defect from the CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/11 pursuit of collective goals and "seriously compromise the group's performance as a whole" (104). Interestingly, they consider a case of judges on a panel each of whom is "convinced of the truth of his or her own judgment" and who have strong outcomeoriented commitments, and so are tempted to vote strategically on the premises in order to achieve what the see as the correct outcome (111). List and Pettit depict this as an incentive problem: how do we get the constituents elements to act on the rational group norms? In principle, those who defect from the group judgment because they see it is unjustified or irrational are on all fours with those who defect to insure higher personal payoffs. However, to put aside one's interests for the sake of the group strikes me as significantly different than being self-effacing in the use of one's reason. Forms of group rationality that make heavy demands on its members be self-effacing in the use of their own reason simply will not be confirmed as rational by most members who compose the group. By taking up the design perspective, the problem for group agency is seen in terms of pesky members who insist on relying on their own reason: the constructivist's planning problem is how to arrange the incentive structure to mitigate this pesky behavior.
If, however, congruence with individual rationality is part and parcel of group norms of rationality, we are led to seeing group rationality as an issue within social and political philosophy. Rather than starting the analysis with a simple robot's agency and working up from there (chap. 1), we might see selection of the norms of group rationality as itself a group deliberative problem. Rawls's two-stage argument in the original position is a helpful model (see Gaus, 2013) . The members of a group, reflecting on their values and ends, would first endorse a set of norms of group rationality to guide their group agency CONSTRUCTIVIST AND ECOLOGICAL MODELING OF GROUP AGENTS/12
and then, at the second stage, would check whether the expected results tend to be congruent with the exercise of the individual rationality of most members. Persistent significant lack of congruence must lead them to reevaluate the rationality of their shared norms.
RATIONAL AND MORAL AGENCY
In chapter 7 of Group Agency List and Pettit move from simply rational group agency to a version of moral agency -the sort of agent that can held responsible for its actions. On their account a group must meet three conditions to be hqeld morally accountable: (i) it must face normatively significant choices; (ii) it has to understand and have access to the relevant evidence for deciding these normative questions; (iii) it must have control in the choice among the options (158). Because at least many groups can meet these three conditions, they can be held responsible for their judgments (and so actions). List and Pettit invoke Strawsonian reactive attitudes: when we hold agents responsible we blame, are indignant and so on (154). When we are responsible we feel guilt.
There is very strong evidence that full-fledged adult moral judgment is a cognitiveemotional complex. 12 Four-to-six year olds typically form correct normative judgments:
they know what actions are right and wrong, and can even provide justifications for the rules and norms. But because they have not developed guilt responses; they expect to be happy if they successfully violate the rule to their own advantage. In older children normative judgments are accompanied by emotional reactions of guilt; violators (self or others) are now expected to be unhappy, even if they benefit from the violation.
Psychopaths are less competent than even young children, being unable to distinguish moral and conventional rules, 13 but like young children they do make normative it is to make a moral judgment, and (at least in the psychopath's case) lacking empathetic ability, their failure does not manifest that ill-will towards us that Strawson placed at the heart of the reactive attitudes. This idea that competent judgment is affect-dependent is, of course, not a general feature of judgment, but one specific to domain of moral reasoning.
Reflect once again on Display 1, and assume that: p = all bribery payments are wrong, q = our operations in Australia involve bribery payments, and r = our operations in Australia involve wrongdoing. On a premise aggregation model, only Alf would have the relevant moral emotion, for only Alf has formed the judgment. The group will have made the normative judgment, but in ways approaching the young child and the psychopath, the relevant emotional response is absent; Betty and Charlie do not experience any such emotion, as they do not believe both premises. Under these conditions it looks as if the Strawsonian reactive attitudes and so moral responsibility is at least severely undermined toward the group. The group acting against the moral judgment does not display ill-will by turning its back on the internal ought. Unless one is willing to hold six-year olds responsible, it is hard to see how the group can be held responsible under premise-based aggregation.
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The difficulty here for the List-Pettit model does not, I think, simply derive from their general (and certainly qualified) advocacy of premise-based judgment aggregation, but their overall belief/preference model which, more broadly, is presented as domain general. Given this model they can handle for any question q, the aggregation of judgments based on beliefs or aggregation of preferences. In my view, the domain of moral reasoning does fit well into this picture. Emotional states are neither simply beliefs nor preferences nor even a combination of the two; and in mature moral agents certain judgments and emotions go hand-in-hand.
CONCLUSION
In their analysis of epistemic practices for groups, List and Pettit quite rightly note that there is no "one size fits all" optimal design (102) . But yet at the heart of their analysis is that "robust group rationality" -the requirement that the group gives consistent answers on all questions confronting it -seems "non-negotiable" (141). Completeness is an especially controversial requirement: actual bounded individuals often have incomplete preference orderings, and cannot decide some issues. As Amartya Sen (2002: ch. 4 
) has
shown, rational choice does not require completeness. Some groups may find that the benefits of securing completeness are worth the costs (and there are always costs in designing systems to achieve it), others not. List and Pettit (2011: 13) only explicitly identify the latter as the design stance.
3 On the constructivist nature of traditional economic modeling, see Smith, 2008 and Gigerenzer, 2000: 202. 4 Hayek (1973: ch. 1) was adamant both that the evolutionary perspective was crucial, and that it concerned social, not biological evolution. I examine his account of evolution in Gaus, 2006 ; a general overview of social evolutionary accounts, see Gaus and Thrasher, 2013. 5 See Gigerenzer, 2000: chps. 10-11. I consider domain specific reasoning in relation to deontic social morality in Gaus, 2011: 126-31. 6 I consider the literature on this question in Gaus, 2011: §8. For an overview see Manktelow and Over, 1995 . The work of Denise Cummins (1996) is especially enlightening on this question.
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7 List and Pettit point out that if a certain proportion of individual attitudes are "unidimensionally aligned" the relevant judgmental inconsistency will not occur.
Suppose we have a dimension in which all individuals (we do not need this strong of an assumption) can be arrayed over a dimension, such as left/right in politics. Suppose further that those on the left favor p and those on the right favor not-p, and similarly for q. Epistemic positions are thus strongly correlated with some underlying dimension, such as ideology, a dispute between different schools, factions, or whatever. In this case the relevant inconsistency cannot occur.
